
ED/00/9/A

EDUCATION CULTURE AND SPORT COMMITTEE

AGENDA

9TH  Meeting, 2000 (Session 1)

Tuesday 7 March 2000

The Committee will meet at 2.00 pm in Committee Room 3, Committee Chambers,
Edinburgh.

1. Update on Committee business:  The Committee will be updated on business
in its current work programme.

2. Petition PE82 on Gaelic-medium education: The Committee will consider
Petition PE82 by Commann nam Parant (Naiseanta) which calls for Gaelic–
medium education to be placed on a statutory basis.

3. Consultation with children and young people: The Committee will consider a
report from Fiona McLeod on consultation with children and young people.

4. Hampden Park:  The Committee will consider the latest position on the financial
rescue package for the national stadium at Hampden Park.

5. Standards in Scotland’s Schools etc. Bill: The Committee will consider a
further draft report on the Bill at Stage 1.
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Clerk to the Committee
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***********************
The following papers are attached for this meeting—

Petition PE82 by Commann nam Parant (Naiseanta)

Note by the Clerk on Petition PE82 by ED/00/9/1
Commann nam Parant (Naseanta)
(Agenda Item 2)

Report by Fiona McLeod on consultation ED/00/7/4
with children and young people
recirculated from Meeting 7
(Agenda Item 3)

Policy Briefing from Children in Scotland on developing ED/00/9/2
consultation with children
(Agenda Item 3)

Letter from Minister for Children & Education ED/00/9/3
on financial rescue package for Hampden Park
(Agenda Item 4)

_________________________

The following papers are issued for information:-

Note by the Clerk on Petition PE 81 by Mr Frank Harvey, together with the Petition
documents.



ED/00/9/1

EDUCATION CULTURE AND SPORT COMMITTEE

Petition PE 82: Commann nam Parant (Naiseanta)

1. The Public Petitions Committee referred this petition to the Education, Culture
and Sport Committee on 15 February 2000 and asked that it be included in its
consideration of the Standards in Scotland’s Schools etc. Bill.

The Petition

2. The petitioner, Comman nam Parant (Naiseanta), is the national parental support
organisation which acts as an umbrella group to represent the interests of parents who
choose Gaelic-medium education (GME) for their children.

3. The petition calls for the Parliament to take steps to place GME on a statutory
basis; asks that legislation be introduced which will place a duty on local authorities to
provide for GME where reasonable demand exists; suggests that the Standards in
Scotland’s Schools etc. Bill be the legislative vehicle for this; and where Gaelic is desired
by parents, GME is given parity of provision with education in English.

4. The Scottish Executive noted concerns expressed during its consultation on the
draft Bill, and in its consultation response Improving our Schools said—

“The Bill provides for the first time a statutory framework for determining priorities
and local objectives flowing from these priorities. Ministers believe that this new
mechanism provides a powerful way to underscore the central importance of
GME in helping secure the status of Gaelic.  Ministers intend to use the new
statutory framework to underpin the development of GME through the process of
consultation on and setting of national priorities and local objectives.”

Options for further action

5. There are a number of options for the Committee:

• it can decide that it is not necessary to include specific provisions in the Bill, and
respond to the petitioner in these terms;

• it can agree with the petitioner in principle and indicate support for an amendment at
Stage 2 of the Bill;

• it seek more information from the Executive or the petitioner before making a
decision.

If any individual Committee Member is intending to bring forward an amendment in this
area, the Committee could also decide to note the petition at this stage and indicate that
it will give the proposal detailed consideration at Stage 2.

Gillian Baxendine
Clerk to the Committee  2 March 2000

























Report to Education, Culture and Sport Committee of Scottish Parliament,
22 February 2000

On
Consultation with Young People

By
Fiona McLeod MSP

Background

At an early stage of taking evidence on various aspects of their work, it
became clear to the committee that the views of young people on issues
affectong their lives were not being consistently sought.

This was noted in September when the first evidence was taken on the
Education Bill from Children in Scotland amongst others.  And again
during the inquiry into the National Arts Companies when there was
questioning on the various companies work with young people.

The committee became more focused on this issue by a number of events:
10th anniversary of the UNCRC; The Children’s Promise; the publication
of Standards in Scotland’s Schools Bill.

Introduction

Article 12 of the UNCRC states:
1. States Parties shall assure to the child who is capable of forming his

or her own views the right to express those views freely in all matters
affecting the child, the views of the child being given due weight in
accordance with the age and maturity of the child.

The UK government became Parties to this Convention in 1991. The first
report on the UK’s progress on implementation was published in 1994 and
was critical of the lack on involvement of Young People as per Article 12.
For the second report the Scottish Office attempted to redress this situation
by commissioning Save the Children to survey Young People’s views.
This resulted in the report ‘Our Lives’.



Research on consultation with young people is adamant that consultation
must not be tokenistic, manipulative and decorative (Hart, 1992). The
Committee demanded that this should not be the case in Scotland.



Current Situation

Since May 1999 the Scottish Executive has averred  that they are
committed to Article 12, yet evidence to date does not paint a consistent
picture.

• Minister’s Statement to Parliament on the consultation procedure for the
Standards in Scotland’s Schools Bill excluded pupils from the groups to
be consulted.  This was revised on questioning. (OR 1(11), 23/6/99)

• The web site which was subsequently established had child-friendly
opening pages which led disappointingly and unhelpfully to the dense
text of the Bill.  Save the Children were commissioned to carry out
‘focus group’ work with pupils at a late stage in the process.

• Minister’s Statement to Parliament on consultation on membership of
‘quangoes’ did not include young people as a priority group for
inclusion.  Again revised on questioning.  (OR 4(9) 9/2/00)

• The Depute Minister’s evidence to this committee on consultation on
the National Cultural Strategy made it clear that again young people had
been ‘added in’ late in the process.  (OR Meeting 7, 9/11/99)

• Most recently the consultation on The physical punishment of children
in Scotland includes many organisations which work with children and
young people but no provision for direct consultation with those most
directly affected by this legislation ie the children themselves.



The Evidence

There is a substantial body of literature exploring the ways in which
children and young people can be and are being consulted in the
development of services.

In Scotland there are one million young people under 18 years of age who
have the “right to be actors in their own lives and not merely passive
recipients of adult decision making” (Lansdown, 1995 p2).  The days of
the old Scottish adage that children should be seen and not heard must be
firmly in the past.
The literature is also clear that there are accepted methodologies for
effective consultation with young people – even the very young.
Consequently, there are reports of the use of many imaginative and
participatory tools.  Indeed, our own committee has just recently (16
February 2000) taken tentative steps in this direction, with our working
groups with young people on Improving Scotland’s Schools.  Before
Christmas, many of us saw and were part of the excellent TAG Theatre
Group role-playing with young people in the Chamber itself.

These tools encompass artwork, drama, practical projects, photography
and much more.  Above all, what we as adults must learn is that they must
be “specific to individual needs in individual contexts” (Smith & Barker,
1999, p44).  Most importantly we must learn that adult defined and adult
centred methods of research and consultation have been shown to  be
inappropriate and ineffective with children and young people (Morrow &
Richards, 1996).

These theories have been put into practice in a number of different settings
with often remarkable results.  In Plymouth in 1995, a PYPA21 Group was
established involving young people from 3 to 15 years in environmental
decision making.  This was so successful that the main difficulty for the
local council was in providing support for “an initiative growing so
rapidly.  But this is an encouraging kind of problem”  (Miller, 1997,p13).

Last year, Angus Council worked with young people to produce an audio
cassette and leaflet on the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child.  Not



only will this ensure that young people know of their rights, they will
know that they wrote the leaflet themselves.



Conclusion

This brief review of the literature provides the proof that effective
consultation with young people is possible.  It also confirms that it MUST
be done.  Young people are a vibrant part of our society, they are
Scotland’s future, and they must be part of the very processes of their
country and democracy.  Young people have rights, they can manage their
responsibilities and they should have our respect.

“While the UK government can claim to have ratified the UN Convention,
it will only realise its potential with effective government legislation
promoting children’s participation …Moreover, effective ways of
consulting children clearly need to be adopted by policy makers to make
children’s participation a reality”  (Smith & Barker, 1999, p45).

Recommendation

That the committee proceeds to a full inquiry on “mainstreaming”
consultation with young people into all aspects of legislation.
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